Honorary and Memorial gifts made to
Second Harvest Food Bank Santa Cruz County

In Honor of
March 1, 2018 to May 31, 2018

Martina O’Sullivan’s birthday from Mary Goeke, Elinor Hall, Virginia Essink
Earl Lebow’s Birthday from Paul Howe
The Morris-Caffall family from Kathleen Caffall and Cynthia Morris
Steve & Christine Holmlund from Sarah Mussulman
Henry John Haas, Jr and Galin N. Georgiev from Christine Haas
Nicholas Dybdahl from Adele and Thomas Kimple
Neil Talbert from Holly Bailey
Rodney Carlson and Kate Vosper from Stephanie Lambretti
My Dad from Adrienne Moberly-Vilaubi and Lawrence Vilaubi

In Memory of
June 1, 2017 to May 31, 2018

Margaret Laurence from Roxanne and Mark Areias, Judy McAfee, Germaine and Peter Orlando, Margaret Patricio
Tom Peterson from Gary Niblock and Mariposa Kercheval
Margaret Laurence from Antonia and Donald Cabal, Ben and Norma Patricio, and Brenda and Russell Flegal
Tarlok S. Kanwar from Ranjit Kanwar
Joe Nano from Fred and Toni Bravo and Louise Petrocchi
In Memory of (cont’d)

Rita & Fernand Preston from Karen McCarthy
Betty Rose and Orrie Paller from My Parents
Paul and Hean Pfotenhauer from Parents
Valentine Leborgne from Friend
Valentine from Flo Labrunie
Periappa from Gopal Anantharaman
Donald McMillan from Father
Millie Mauldin from Donald Pearson
James W. Hober from Margo Hober
My Mother from Dinah Thompson
Harry and Marilyn Whittemore from Stacy Whittemore
Phil Winslow from John Rosenbaum
Johnathan Rosen from Katherine Kenyon-Abel
Irving and Natalie Weill from Julia Lorraine and Barry Marks
Bud Capurro from Bruce Dau & Larry Nakamura & Jere Ann Hall & Tony and Patty Kulich
Bob Wright from Carole and Willie Murray
John Payul Radin from Louis and Geneva Ivanovich
Caridad G. Pasion from Sally Pasion
Joyce Belford from Jonathan Adler and Karen Belford
James W. Hober from Margo Hober
Will and Mitz O’Sullivan from Martina and Will O’Sullivan
Millicent and Wilfred O’Sullivan from Mary and Mark Smith
Anthony “Tony” Bobeda and Clara Radin from Louis and Geneva Ivanovich

Rudy Kawata from Alan Uyematsu

Dorla and Walter Bender and Lillian and Arthur Holmund from Steve and Christine Holmlund
Pat Vujovichk, Gordon Rhodes, Lorraine Pekari, Bertha Garcia, Vigginia Matamoros from Frank and Grace Ann Verduzco
Madelyn Keller from Eliot Kalman
Stan Phillips and Robert Amaral from Warene Waters
Marge Butterworth and Jeanette Parkison from Lynn and William Butterworth
Mickie Magnusson from Yong Bai